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Abstract- A large disturbance or model parameters variation
in controlled system may lead to system failure and decrease
system safety. Adapting controller parameters is essential to
compensate the system disturbance or model uncertainties. In
this work, controller parameters have been adapted based on
the Dynamic Safety Margin (DSM) index [1] to increase the
system safety during different operation condition. Fuzzy
controller is used to supervise DSM and adapts the controller
parameters also predictive controller based on DSM is
discussed. The real time implementation, for adaptive
controller based on DSM, is tested on a hybrid laboratory
plant.

I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the industrial plants have a hybrid characteristic.
In the last decade, many efforts have been carried out in
order to develop theoretical tools to deal with hybrid
system [2]-[4]. In this work, we introduce adaptation
method to readjust the controller parameters in order to
improve performance, specially systems with hybrid
characteristic.
Adjusting the controller parameters to overcome the
disturbance effects and model uncertainties are necessary to
maintain accepted system performance. Adaptive controller
and robust controller are the main tools used to disturbance
effect reduction [5],[6]. Most of the adaptive control
algorithms adjust the controller according to the difference
between the actual output and the desired output [6]. In this
work, we tune the controller parameters based on how far
the system current states from the set of the safe operation
region. The distance between the system state and the safe
operation boundaries is defined as Dynamic Safety Margin
(DSM) [1]. The DSM value is directed i.e. it has + or –
sign. Negative sign means that the system state lies outside
the safe operation region and positive otherwise. The
adapting mechanism adapts the controller parameters in
case of negative DSM to recover the system states inside
the safety region. Adjusting controller or adapting
controller parameters based on DSM are mainly important
in fault tolerant control (FTC) [15]-[16] system to insure
the system safety and recover the system performance in
the presense of fault. Two adapting controller methods are
tested here to readjust the proportional gain of PID
controller for the laboratory process, which has been
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exposed to external disturbance. The first one defines the
adapted parameter as a linear function of DSM and the
other use fuzzy controller [7],[8] to readjust the gain.
Predictive controller [13] has been known as an efficient
tool for the control of many practical systems, due to its
considerable degree of performance and robustness.
Introducing DSM in predictive control design is important
to adapt the controller in order to guarantee the safe
operation. Design predictive controller based on DSM is
tested in this work.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The plant
description and system configuration are introduced in
Section II. The idea of safety margin and adapting
mechanism are discussed in Section III. Section IV shows
the system experiment and results. The conclusion is
discussed in the last section.

II. PLANT DESCRIPTION AND REAL-TIME
ARCHITECTURE.
The process control laboratory plant uses standard
industrial components, which introduces more realism and
robustness into the experiments with control application.
The complete description of the laboratory plant can be
found in [9]. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the set-up. The
plant consists essentially of two tanks of 100 l, a sump of
300 l, a pump (11kW), a heat exchanger, three control
valves, on/off valves, 6 temperature sensors, 3 level
sensors, 3 pressure sensors, and one flow rate sensor. All
these components are industrial ones. Valves are actuated
by compressed air and all signals sensor/actuator and the
computer systems are transmitted by using 4-20 mA
standards. The plant works as follows: water is pumped
from the sump and it circulates round the plant following a
selected (by on/off valves) path to come back to the sump
closing the loop. The pump works at a constant rotational
speed and the flow rate is fixed by mean of an electric
modulating valve. Manual/automatic valves are used to
change parameters and select different operating points.
The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
For this work, the plant was configured (Fig. 2) where
the level in the left tank (h) was selected as controlled
variable and the control signal u was applied to the left
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control valve. On the right tank, the valve was selected at a
variable opening to simulate different leakage of the left
tank.

The interconnecting valve was commanded according to
the following criteria: the valve become off, before the
level in the left tank reaches the desired value and on after
that. The first instance, the plant has the behaviour of a
one-tank system until the level of the left tank reach a
certain limit and two-tank system after the interconnected
valve is opened.
The input flow is set to 1 l/sec and the level controlled
through the outflow control valve. The discrete linear state
space models of one-tank Table 1, when the interconnected
valve is close, and two-tank system Table 2, interconnected
valve is open, at sampling rate 0.1 sec of the system are
[10]:
Table 1: Linear state-space model of one-tank-system

A
ª0.999741
«
¬ 0

B

 6.94 e  5º
»
0.740818 ¼

C

ª 1.0932 e  5º
«
»
¬0.25918177 ¼

D

>1 0@

>0@

Table 2: Linear state-space model of the two-tank-system

A

Fig. 1 Overview of the laboratory plant
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300
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B
-0 .0 1 4 6 º
0 .5 5 5 5 »
»
0 . 2 3 0 7 »¼
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« -0 .0 1 0 5 »
«
»
¬« - 0 . 0 1 7 3 ¼»

C

D

[1 0 0]

[0]

On / off

On / off

h1

0 .0 0 1 9
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The controlled variable in both cases, one and two tank,
is the level in the left tank while the right tank is free.
The real time system configuration consists of two parts
System Hardware: Two computers in Host/Target
configuration to implement real-time control system. The
host is a computer without real time requremints, in which
the develop environment, data visualization and control
panel in the form of a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
reside (windows operatin system). The real time system run
on the target (QNX operating system [11]).
Software: Integration with Matlab/simulink and realTime Workshop (RTW). RTW generates C codes directly
from the suimulink model and construct a file that can be
excuted in real time computer (target).
For more detail see [8] and [9]

Flow Control
valve

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of Two Tank system

III. DYNAMIC SAFETY MARGIN AND
ADAPTATIVE MECHANISM
The idea of DSM index is introduced in [1]. Briefly to
explain the idea, consider that the safe operation region
)X for some of the system states in state space can be
given by a set of I(x)  0 while I(x) > 0 indicates unsafe
operation (Fig. 3) and we shall further assume that the
system is stable -in the sense of Lyapunov- with its stability
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region fully contained in the safe region. Starting with the
initial condition xo, the system trajectory will evolve to the
operating point xs traversing the state space with varying
distance to the safety boundary. DSM in this case is defined
as the shortest distance, G(t), between the system state of
interest and a predefined boundary I(x)=0 in this subspace
of the state variables. Most of the time the variables are not
independent of one another and none of them adequately
defines the system safety by itself i.e. the individual state
limits are not necessary the boundary limits [12].
In general for xX, I: Rmo R, the safe-operation region
)X is defined by a set of inequalities,

^Ii (x)  0 i

)

1,..., q`

Special case:
If )is convex and the boundary constraints are linear in
the form of

Ii(x)= ai . xi - ci d0 :i=1,2,…q

(3)

then the distance (Gi(t)) can be obtained from the following
equation
 0 iff Ii(x) 0

G (t)
i

(1)

ci  a i .x(t )

a

(4)

i 2

 0 iff Ii(x) 0

and DSM is given
and DSM, is defined as.

G * (t )

min ^G i ( t )`

G i (t )

s (t )  I i ( x )  x

(2)

i

min

,x

G (t )

( x1 , x 2 ,..., x m )

+1 if x inside the safe operation region
-1 if x outside the safe operation region
min

ˆ shortest distance from x(t) to I

q is the number of defined inequalities and m the number
of state variables relevant to safety. Notice that m  n the
dimension of the state-space.
In most cases, the safe operation region can be defined
by a set of linear inequalities (Id . Even if the constraint
(Id is nonlinear it can be subdivided into more than one
linear constraints (linearization).

Safety boundary
I(.)=0

xo

Xs

G(t)

A. Linear Adaptation
The adapted parameters can be defined as a linear
function of the DSM and calaculated from the follwing
equation:
d G * ( t ) i=1,2,…,N (6)
k t  't
k t  D G * (t )  D
i

i

will be k t  ' t
i

x1
Fig. 3 DSM Definition

To maintain the system state within a predefined margin
of safety, the value of DSM must be considered in
controller adapting. The controller parameters should be
adapted when the DSM is relatively positive small or
negative otherwise the parameters maintain without change.

1i

2i

dt

where G*(k) is the DSM at any instance k, Ki controller
parameter number i, N total number of controller
parameters, Di adaptation parameter.
The results of (6) can not insure that the gain changes
will move the state in the direction of safe region in all
cases, DSM positive. Therfore, replacing G*(.) in (6) by the
wG .
term
can gaurantee that and the adaptation eqaution
wki

x2
Safe
Operation
region
I(.)<0

(5)

where q is the number of boundary constrains, ai is a
constant row vector , ci is a constant value and “Ii(.)=0” is
a subspace of state vector xi  X where ai * xi = ci..

Where s(t) =



min G i (t )

1d i d q

k i t  D 1i

G* .

(7)

wki

wG .
, in most cases, is nonlinear and not easy to
wki
compute. Its computation has not been justified in is work.

B. Fuzzy adaptation
A Fuzzy controller based on DSM can be used to
calculate the incremental values in the adapted parameters
where the relation between controller gains and DSM, in
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most cases, is nonlinear and not easy to compute it. In
general the input variables to Fuzzy controller are function
of DSM, e.g. G*, dG*/dt etc., and the output is the
incremental value in the adapted parameters. The adapted
parameter is calculated from the follwing equation
Ki(k+1)=Ki(k)+Fyi(k)
Fyi(k)= M(G* (k))

(8)

where M is the fuzzy function of G*(k) and Fyi
incremental gain which equal to the fuzzy output number i.
The fuzzy controller parameters (membership functions,
number of varriable and its limits,…etc.) are choosen to
satisfy the overall system stability.
In each method of adaptation, the adapted parameter
value should be boundied in the interval, ki[kil, kih], which
satisfy the stability condition.
C. Predictive controller
The controller requirements can be achieved using a
predictive linear quadratic tracking controller [13] with
state and input constraints.
If the system model is defined by state space model and
the safe region is defined by linear boundaries then the
objective function will be:
N
2
(9)
min J ¦ y d (k  i)  y(k  1)
ut

i 1

A x( k )  B u ( k )

y ( k ) C x( k )
d(k  i ) t 0, i 1,2,..., N
u l d u d u hl

where ut=[u(k), u(k+1),…, u(k+Nu)]T , um the control
2

y Q = yTQy, Q the weighting matrix,
d(.)=[G1(.),G2(.)…, Gq(.)] is the minimum distance vector
between state vector and the boundaries of the safe
operation region “)”, yd(.)p is the desired output vector,
yd(.)p is the measured output, ul and uh are the lower and
upper control vector limits respectively.
The problem here is an optimization problem with hard
constrains [13],[14]. In this case the, the adaptive controller
identify the system parameters and the optimization
problem is solved each sampling time according to the
system identified parameters and the safety constraints.
signal vector,

dh/dt+0.8 vi-0.08  0
dh/dt+0.75 vi +0.14 ! 0
(10)
-0.4 dh/dt  0.4
-0.5 vi  0.5
These equations in (10) are determined according to the
behaviour of the system and the safe operation relations
between the state variable.
The overall block daigram, of the controlled system
using PID controller employing analogical gates for antireset wind-up [12] and adapted propotional gain based on
the method discribed in the above section. is shown in Fig.
4. a single analogical-gate namely XOR-gate is used to
calculate the integeral gain for anti-rest wind-up as follows:
Ki =Kio[((u-uo)/uo)(u/uo)]

Q

subject to
x(k  1)

system. The control valve 2 simulate the leakage from the
two tank (disturbance).
In this case the safety relation, described in section 3, is a
function of the tank level rate change (dh/dt) and control
signal (vi) which simulate the limb movement of the valve.
At steady state the maximum level rate 0.4 l/sec when
the valve fully closed vi=-0.5 (normalized signal 4-20 mA),
and at vi=0.5 the level rate change -0.4 l/sec.
The safe relation ) is defined by the following equation

(11)

Where, Ki and Kio are the current and the intial integralgain respectively;  is XOR-gate symbol and the
unsaturated and saturated control commends are uo and u
respectively.
The parameters were set nominally to obtain an
acceptable response for the two-tank system at Kp=4;
KD=0.8 and Ki=0.05.
In case of real time implementation the interconncted
valve was commended according to the hybrid automaton
(Fig. 5) and the desired level of left tank in both cases was
0,3m. After the two-tank system reaches the new steady
state the interconnected valve still fully open and the
leakage valve was opened on steps (10%, 30%, 50%, and
40%).

r

IV EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The laboratory plant was configured as described in
section II, in the first instance the interconnected valve is
closed and the system behaviour as one tank system. Once
the left tank reach steady state, the interconnected valve is
opened and the overall system behaviour as two tank
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Fig. 4 PID-controller with adapting controller
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Fig. 5 Hybrid automaton for two-tank
system
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Fig. 7 responses using linear adaptation
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Fig. 8 Responses using fuzzy adaptation
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3000

Fig. 6 Level response and DSM using fixed
PID parameters

level (m)

Fig. 6 shows the real time response, control signal and
DSM variation using PID controller without adaptation and
the leakage valve open as follow:
0%, 10%, 30%, 50% and 40% open respectively as
shown in Fig. 6c.
Note that, the deviation of the output response increases
with the leakage valve opening increase.
Fig. 7 shows the real-time response and control siganl
using linear adapted proptional gain of the PID controller as
in (6) with the same leakages as Fig. 6. Where Di1=2 and
Di2=0. Compare the two responses (fixed PID parameters
and adapted propotional PID) it is clear that, in case of onetank or two-tank system, the system response using adapted
PID controller based on safety boundary is better than
fixed PID either normal or disturbed system. The results
insure that considering DSM in adapting controller
parameters improves system performance.
Fig. 8 shows real time response using fuzzy adaptation as
in (7) for the same disturbance sequance as in Fig. 6. The
fuzzy supervisor has one input (deviation from the safe
boundary) and one output (incremental propotional gain)
with input/output membership function shown in Fig. 9 and
Fuzzy allocation matrix shown in Table 3. Normalizzed
input and output signal of fuzzy controller can help in
generalize the fuzzy supervisor for more than one
parameter adaptation.
The level responses of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 has not changed
with leakage 10% and 30% but it began to change with
50% leakage with small rate and recovered at 40% leakage.
It is clear that, adapting controller parameters, based on
DSM, improve the system output performance and can help
in safety control of safety critical system.
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Fig. 10 level response using predictive
controller with DSM
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Fig. 10 shows the level respose for the two-tank system
when the interconnected valve is fully open all the time
using predictive controller (11) and the leakage sequence
10% after 500 sec and 30% after 650 sec and 50 after 800
sec. Note that, the level in the left tank is almost arround
the desired level (30 cm) in normal and leakage case (10%
and 30%) and the states lie inside the safe region. while the
level has decreased when leakage is 50% but the states still
lie inside the safe region. the response of Fig. 10 insure
that predictive control with DSM constrain can insure
safety operation in normal and faulty case.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we tried to adapt the controller parameter
based on DSM. Adapting the controller parameter based on
DSM improves the system response, mainly the system
which exposes to non-considerable and non-measurable
disturbance, either the system model is well known or there
is uncertanly in the system parameters. Adapting PID
controller based on DSM has been implemented on an
experimental hybrid plant. The main advantage of this
adaptation method is that the exact model of the system is
less important and we do not need to identify the system
parameter each time to reconfigure the controller. Using
predictive controller based on DSM give better response
than PID one but the algorithm is complex and the
computation time is considrablly high. Adjusting controller
or adapting controller parameters based on DSM are mainly
important in FTC system to insure the system safety and
recover the system performance in the presense of fault.
Using DSM in fault diagnosis and FTC is the next step of
the futur work.
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